if it’s too difficult to play double strings, play only high voice.

Don’t worry... and enjoy!
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and cello with string orchestra)
(2003 - 2020)

II- ANANTANGO

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Allegro doliente (d = c. 148)

Cello Solo

Accordion

Violin I

Violin II

Viola

Cello

Double Bass

*Counterpoint voice of the chorus arranged by Germán Díaz & Gorka Hermosa.
Bass voice arranged by Baldo Martínez & Gorka Hermosa.
Edition: Alberto González Uroz
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and cello with string orchestra)
(2004-2020)

III- MILONGA DEL VENT

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Andante melancólico

* Bossa rythm of the chorus arranged by Daniel L. Arriyabe.
Edition: Alberto González Urroz
III-MILONGA DEL VENT

Moderato melancólico
III-MILONGA DEL VENT
à Loris Douyez

NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and Cello with string orchestra)
(2003-2020)

Violin I

I- EKIGRAMA

Misterioso (\(\text{\textsl{J}=104}\))

\(\text{\textsl{M}=3}\)

\(\text{\textsl{p}}\)

\(\text{\textsl{mp}}\)

\(\text{\textsl{pp}}\)

\(\text{\textsl{sffz}}\)

\(\text{\textsl{sf}}\)

\(\text{\textsl{Allegro Misterioso (\(\text{\textsl{J}=132}\))}}\)

\(\text{\textsl{sf}}\)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
a Loris Douyez

NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and cello with string orchestra)
(2003 - 2020)

II- ANANTANGO

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Allegro doliente (∅ = c. 148)

Edition: Alberto González Utrroz

*Conterpoint voice of the chorus arranged by Germán Díaz & Gorka Hermosa.
Bass voice arranged by Baldo Martínez & Gorka Hermosa.
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and cello with string orchestra)
(2004-2020)

Violin I

III- MILONGA DEL VENT

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Andante melancólico

Moderato melancólico

* Bossa rythm of the chorus arranged by Daniel L. Arróyabe.
Edition: Alberto González Urroz
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and Cello with string orchestra)
(2003-2020)

I- EKIGRAMA

Misterioso (\(\text{L}=104\))

Allegro Misterioso (\(\text{L}=132\))

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and cello with string orchestra)
(2003 - 2020)

II- ANANTANGO

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

*Counterpoint voice of the chorus arranged by Germán Díaz & Gorka Hermosa.
Bass voice arranged by Baldo Martínez & Gorka Hermosa.
Edition: Alberto González Urroz
à Loris Douyez

NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and Cello with string orchestra)
(2003-2020)

I- EKIGRAMA

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Misterioso (\textit{L}=104)

Allegro Misterioso (\textit{L}=132)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and cello with string orchestra)
(2003 - 2020)

II- ANANTANGO
Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Allegro doliente \( \mathbf{J} = \text{c. 148} \)

*Counterpoint voice of the chorus arranged by Germán Díaz & Gorka Hermosa.
Bass voice arranged by Baldo Martínez & Gorka Hermosa.
Edition: Alberto González Urroz
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and cello with string orchestra)
(2004-2020)

Viola

III- MILONGA DEL VENT

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

* Bossa rythm of the chorus arranged by Daniel L. Arróyabe.
Edition: Alberto González Urroz
a Loris Douyez

NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and cello with string orchestra)
(2003 - 2020)

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

IV- GALLIANO EN SANTIAGO

Speedico & Energico \( \frac{d}{4} = 120 \)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and cello with string orchestra)
(2003 - 2020)

II- ANANTANGO

Allegro doliente (\( \cdot \) = c. 148)

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

*a Conterpoint voice of the chorus arranged by Germán Díaz & Gorka Hermosa.
Bass voice arranged by Baldo Martinez & Gorka Hermosa.
Edition: Alberto González Urroz
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and cello with string orchestra)
(2004-2020)

III- MILONGA DEL VENT
Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Andante melancólico

Moderato melancólico

* Bossa rhythm of the chorus arranged by Daniel L. Arróyabe.

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
a Loris Douyez

NEOTANGO CONCERTO

Cello

(for accordion and cello with string orchestra)

(2003 - 2020)

Gorka Hermosa

(1976-)

IV- GALLIANO EN SANTIAGO

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
à Loris Douyez

NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and Cello with string orchestra)
(2003-2020)

I- EKIGRAMA

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and cello with string orchestra)
(2003 - 2020)

II- ANANTANGO

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Allegro doliente \( \frac{1}{4} = c. 148 \)
sempre pizzicato

*Conterpoint voice of the chorus arranged by Germán Díaz & Gorka Hermosa.
Bass voice arranged by Baldo Martínez & Gorka Hermosa.
Edition: Alberto González Urroz
a Loris Douyez

**NEOTANGO CONCERTO**

*(for accordion and cello with string orchestra)*

(2004-2020)

**III- MILONGA DEL VENT**

Gorka Hermosa

(1976-)

* Bossa rhythm of the chorus arranged by Daniel L. Arróyabe.

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
III-MILONGA DEL VENT

Double Bass
NEOTANGO CONCERTO

Double Bass

IV- GALLIANO EN SANTIAGO

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and cello with string orchestra)

II- ANANTANGO
(2003 - 2020)

a Loris Douyze
Allegro doliente (d = c. 148)

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Edition: Alberto González Urrroz
*Conerpoint voice of the chorus arranged by Germán Díaz & Gorka Hermosa.
Bass voice arranged by Baldo Martínez & Gorka Hermosa.
II-ANANTANGO
Cello Solo

83

88

94

98

Adagio \( \mathsf{\text{\textcopyright}} \) = 70

mf

Allegro doliente (\( \mathsf{\text{\textcopyright}} \) c. 148)

mf

128

f

136

144

fp

fp

152

ff

157

ff

162

fp

fff
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and cello with string orchestra)

III- MILONGA DEL VENT
(2004-2020)

Cello Solo

a Loris Douyez

Andante melancólico

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

(2004-2020)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
*Bossa rythm of the chorus arranged by Daniel L. Arróyabe.
III-MILONGA DEL VENT

Cello Solo

51
56
60
63
65
84
90
96
101
106
111
Cello Solo

NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and cello with string orchestra)

IV- GALLIANO EN SANTIAGO

a Loris Douyez

(2003 - 2020) Gorka Hermosa

(1976-)

Speedico & Energico \( \text{\textemdash} \text{\textemdash} = 120 \)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
à Loris Douyez

NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and Cello with string orchestra)
(2003-2020)

Accordion

I- EKIGRAMA

Misterioso ($\text{\textcopyright}=104$)

12

Allegro Misterioso ($\text{\textcopyright}=132$)

28

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
II- ANANTANGO

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
*Counterpoint voice of the chorus arranged by Germán Díaz & Gorka Hermosa.
Bass voice arranged by Baldo Martínez & Gorka Hermosa.
a Loris Douyez

NEOTANGO CONCERTO
(for accordion and cello with string orchestra)
(2004-2020)

III- MILONGA DEL VENT

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

* Bossa rythm of the chorus arranged by Daniel L. Arróyabe.
Edition: Alberto González Urroz
III-MILONGA DEL VENT
Accordion
a Loris Douyez

NEOTANGO CONCERTO

(for accordion and cello with string orchestra)

(2003 - 2020)

IV- GALLIANO EN SANTIAGO

Gorka Hermosa

(1976-)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz